“Concentration is the root of all
the higher abilities in man.”
Bruce Lee

They say we humans only use around 10% of our brain. While it’s not technically true, there
have been a lot of tall tales about people who gain access to more of their brain power and
unleash super human capabilities.
The idea of holding undiscovered power within is actually true when it comes to your muscle.
Even during your toughest workouts you are only accessing a fraction of your total strength
and muscle building capabilities.
Part of the reason you’re not using all of your strength is safety. Even if you’re the most
deconditioned human on earth, your muscles currently have the capability to produce so
much force that they can tear themselves apart. If you’ve ever experienced a powerful muscle
cramp then you know exactly what I’m talking about. During that cramp the safety mechanism
is slightly bypassed and your muscles contract with so much force it causes pain.
You can also consider the countless examples of people who have exhibited insane levels of
strength in stressful situations like lifting a car off of a loved one. Sure, adrenalin is at work,
but no amount of adrenaline can make someone stronger unless their actual muscles are
capable of contracting hard enough to produce the mechanical force.
These are just a few examples, but the idea is simple. Even during your hardest efforts in the
gym you are only using a fraction of your potential strength and thus muscle building potential.
Imagine how different things would be if you could unlock some of that untapped power. How
would you feel? How would you look? How much better could you perform?
Unlocking more of your potential strength is exactly what chain training is all about. It’s about
using your mental circuitry that’s now holding your strength in check and rewiring it to
supercharge your progress.

What exactly is chain training?
Chain training is not an exercise method that uses specific exercises or pieces of equipment.
Instead, it’s a new way for you to mentally use your own body to make it bigger, stronger and
more powerful towards any fitness objective. Its entire mission is to improve your ability to
create, manipulate and use the tension in your muscles.
Tension. It isn’t everything. It’s the 
only 
thing.
Ultimately your results from all forms of physical training boil down to how well you can control
the tension in your muscles. It doesn’t matter if you’re working to run faster, become a black
belt in Karate, or build a sexy set of abs. All muscular goals are 100% dependent upon your
ability to create and control the tension in your muscles. Chain training is all about helping you
create and manipulate that tension in a much more effective way.

No matter what you ask your body to do, it all boils down to manipulating tension within your
muscles.

6 rules of muscular tension
An athlete uses tension just as an artist uses a paint brush or a musical instrument. While a
lot of creativity and flexibility is practiced, the muscular artist still recognizes some basic
principles to structure their work. Here are a few of the basic principles regarding the tension
in your muscles that you should keep in mind as you strive to build your body into a functional
work of art.
#1 Muscle Tension is created and controlled by your mind.

Training and conditioning your muscles towards any goal is actually really simple. Your
muscles will behave in any way that your mind tells them to. If your mind tells them to be big
and strong they will become so. If you need them to be limber and able to move with lightning
speed then that will happen as well.
It’s a myth that specific equipment or exercises control your muscles and make them contract.
Those things are just tools that can 
influence
the tension in your muscle, but they are
powerless to actually create that tension. Saying that a particular tool or technique is
responsible for how your muscles behave is like a painter giving all of their artistic credit to a
brush or cranvas.
So getting your muscles to do anything is easy since they do anything your brain asks them to
do. It’s training your mind that’s the hard part and that’s exactly what chain training is all
about.
#2 Using tension is a skill.
Successful training needs to involve more than just forcing you muscle to work really hard.
Effective training must be focused on improving the tension in your muscles in a skillful
manner. If you can learn how to use your muscular tension in a more productive way you’ll
achieve far greater results and maintain those results much easier than if you’re just trying to
work your muscle really hard. Remember, in any endeavor, hard work is very difficult to scale
but skills can potentially produce endless progression.
#3 Muscular tension is often used in a habitual way.
It's easy to forget that using muscle tension is a skill because we mostly use our muscles in a
mindless habitual way.
Just as you don't have to concentrate to turn on a light switch or dial a familiar number on
your phone, most of your tension is created by a sort of autopilot when you drop down into a
squat or jump onto the pull up bar. This is why most of your workouts may produce modest
effects at best. It’s because even though you may be working hard, you’re not actually using
your muscles any more differently than the hundreds of reps you’ve done before that. The

result is your workouts are simply reinforcing the same muscle activation patterns over and
over. Sure it’s hard work, but it won’t get you much more than what you’ve already got.
This is why effective training always involves a concentrated effort to not only work hard, but
to also use your muscles in a slightly better way than before.
#4 Your ability to contract a muscle habitually diminishes as it’s lengthened.
Try this little test. Crunch your abs with as much tension as you can. Just crunch right up and
make those suckers burn. Or, if you prefer “make a muscle” and contract your bicep really
hard. Pretty easy right?
Now stand straight up and reach over your head as far as you can. Now try and contract your
abs or your biceps as hard as you can in that position. If you’re like most folks you might get
them to twitch with a tiny bit of tension. You may not even be able to contract those muscles
at all.
The inability to fully contract a muscle in a lengthened state is extremely common within
modern society, mostly because we don’t know any better. We often assume that if the
exercise is executed with text book form then the muscles are working as they should.
Unfortunately, that’s rarely the case. Just because the body is in a good position, that doesn’t
mean the muscles are optimally turned on.

This lack of elongated tension is responsible for a host of issues including joint pain,
tendonitis, low performance, lack of balance, and especially stubborn muscle growth. Losing

the tension in your muscles, to any degree means losing out on whatever you’re training for.
Therefore it’s essential to strengthen your weak links along a chain, but to also maintain more
tension through a full range of motion. When you can manage to increase the tension in an
elongated muscle you reap far greater results with the same amount of work.

#5 Tension is energy that can crash into or flow around joints.
Pain in a joint is often the result of tension crashing into a joint rather than flowing around it.
Just as a current of electricity will be productive as long as it’s flowing through a circuit, the
same can be said about the tension in your muscles.
If a current of electricity stops flowing it can pool and build up causing burn outs and blown
fuses. The same can be said for your muscular tension. If your tension is not flowing through
your body it can dam up and place a lot of stress on your joints including your wrists, knees,
spine and lower back. This is why chain training is all about keeping your muscular tension
flowing through large areas of your body. It helps ensure that tension stays out of your joints
and inside your muscles.
#6 The tension on a muscle is directly related to the tension of it's surrounding
muscles.
The best way to infuse as much tension into a muscle as possible is to make sure you use it
along with the other muscle it's related to.

So if you want to grow your biceps make sure you work them along with your forearms and
shoulders. Trying to isolate a muscle from its surrounding muscles only reduces the potential
tension on that muscle and thus any benefit. I know isolating a muscle might
feel
like you’re
hitting it with more focus, but this is usually an illusion. It only feels like it’s being worked
harder because the other muscles are not working as much and that working muscle only
seems to have more tension by comparison.

Fragmented Muscle Tension; The greatest threat
to your muscular appearance and performance
Fragmented muscular tension (F.M.T) may be the single biggest challenge to your results and
the health of your body as a whole.
To put it simply, F.M.T means that your brain has developed the habit of creating tension in a
fragmented way within your muscular system. Instead of tension flowing like a strong and
powerful river through your whole body it trickles and pools in various areas.

The figure on the left has some pretty solid muscular tension along the full pulling chain. The
figure on the right has some muscles with more tension than others represented by how
intense the color red is.
Why is F.M.T a problem?

F.M.T can cause a host of issues ranging from slow muscle growth, performance plateaus
and even pain and injury.
All of these undesirable outcomes are the result of how your muscular chains are developed.
When you exercise your brain directly tells which muscles in your body are working and to
what degree they are holding tension.
The easiest way to imagine how your muscles work is with the analogy of a chain. A chain is
made up of separate individual links that overlap with one another. Your muscles work this
exact same way. Even though each muscle may have a separate connection and insertion
point, they overlap with one another.

The muscles in your arm over lap and “link” to one another just like the individual links in a
chain.
Placing tension on your muscles is just like placing tension on a chain through pulling on it. If
you try pulling on the whole chain then every link is being used to the same degree. This
causes the entire chain to be used in a balanced way.
Unfortunately, we have developed ways for the mind to chop up the various muscular chains
in the body by placing tension within selective links. The result of this is your mind develops
the habit of placing some links under more tension than others.
Because muscular tension is created in the mind, it quickly forms habitual patterns of use. So
if you’re used to using your muscles in a particular fragmented way, with some muscles

working harder than others, then that movement pattern will become reinforced with each
repetition. Before too long your mind will use some muscles more, and others less through
habit and this creates imbalanced and fragmented tension throughout your body.
Adding resistance often makes the problem worse
While strength training can do wonders, it can often make your fragmented movement
patterns even worse. If you’re used to keeping your upper back tight, but relaxing your lats at
your desk then there’s a good chance you may use the tension in your back in a similar way if
you do an exercise. If you sit on a rowing machine your mind will probably just kick on the
muscle fibers it’s been using all along. As a result, your upper back is where the tension of the
exercise goes because your mind is in the habit of using that area while your lats stay
relatively relaxed. The end result is that your overused and tight muscles get even stronger
and tighter while your weaker seldomused muscles are used even less.

How you use your muscles all day creates habitual movement patterns that remain during
exercise. Note the rounded shoulders and slumped posture both at a desk and at a rower.
As you “get stronger” and add more resistance to the exercise you reinforce the same
patterns of muscular tension to be even stronger. It’s like rewarding a child for bad behavior.
The more you do it the more the issue will get out of hand.
Competition isn’t helping either.
Modern fitness is sometimes used as a form of sport and competition with people testing
themselves in circuits and contests. These competitions can be a great source of motivation
and fun, but they can also make actually training your body much harder.
The reason is because when you challenge someone to do something with as much speed
and power as possible most of their mental focus is given to doing just that. This often means
much less mental energy is spent towards retraining your muscles to operate in a safer and
more effective way. The result is someone who is scrambling to cross some sort of finish line
by any means necessary and the deepest, most ingrained, muscle activation patterns almost
always dominate the movement regardless of whether they are good or bad.

Fitness is not a sport, nor is it a competition. It’s the art and science of getting your mind to
use your muscles in a progressive way. Doing push ups for fitness vs doing them for sport
might look like it’s the same thing, but mentally they couldn’t be further apart. There’s a
massive difference between doing push ups for the sake of doing as many as you can as
quickly as possible and trying to do them as effectively as you can to change your body.
As you explore the ideas of chain training you’ll probably find yourself using your body in the
direct opposite to how you would use it in competition. You’ll find you have to move slower
and creating more tension in a muscle chain will cause you to fatigue faster. It’s not an ideal
way to use your muscles in competition. That said, learning how to use your muscles in this
more effective way will eventually carry over to the arena in spectacular ways.
Many training methods exist, some good and some not so good, but effectiveness of these
programs is always 100% dependent upon how well you learn to use your own muscles. 
Your
body doesn’t do what’s best for it but rather it often does what it’s habitually been
trained to do.If you’re not used to using your muscles in a balanced and harmonious way
then no amount of hard work or the latest trends will balance everything back out until you put
in a conscious effort to retrain your muscles. This takes a proactive approach to using
muscular tension.

Proactive vs reactive tension
For most folks, getting what they want out of a workout is a bit of a gamble.They can never be
too sure the tension in their muscles is being created in an optimal way to ensure progress.
The reason is mostly because many people rely on 
reactive
muscular tension rather than
proactive
muscular tension.
Reactive tension is when your mind is reacting to the situation and using tension in the
muscles in the ways it’s been conditioned to. For example, say you're going to do a push up.
If simply doing 100 push ups is your goal, your mind will use your pushing muscles the same
way it always has. As long as you get those 100 push ups done that’s all that matters. Who
knows how much tension there will be or how it’s being used.
Most folks only rely on reactive tension when they train. They grab the weight, drop down into
position or start up the cardio machine while assuming their mind will know how to engage
their muscles in an optimal way. This is a big mistake because no matter how hard you work,
you’ll always have minimal control over the tension in your muscles and the productivity of
your workout will be left up to chance. Reactive tension is flying blind.
Proactive tension is when you focus your mind to create and manipulate the tension in your
muscles above and beyond what is needed to merely get the exercise done.

So in that push up, the proactive tension expert will concentrate on flexing the muscles in their
chest, shoulders, triceps and even hands as hard as possible. They’ll even focus on keeping
their back engaged until the point where their lats are burning. They don’t settle for using the
least amount of tension possible, nor do they assume the tension will go where it’s supposed
to go. They concentrate on controlling their muscular tension with pinpoint control.

If you want the best possible results from your training you must use proactive tension. The
lazy approach of reactive tension isn’t going to cut it any more. I know you don’t need to focus
on flexing your back muscles very hard to be able to do push ups, but we’re not talking about
doing the least amount of work possible. We’re talking about wringing every possible drop of
tension out of each and every rep you do.
The 2 classic method of mental tension control.

Up until now, there have been two primary schools of thought regarding how your mind
creates the tension in your muscles during exercise. These two camps come under many
titles but mostly they are labeled under “training muscle” or “training movements.”
First, you have the “training muscles” approach which looks at the body as a collection of
various muscles that need to be targeted through a number of exercises and techniques. This
is very common in many approaches that attempt to build or sculpt particular parts of the body
such as with body building / sculpting programs that focus on an area like the arms or abs.
Another discipline that uses this sort of approach is in various forms of therapy and muscular
healing. Physical therapy in particular is very well known for targeting specific muscles that
may be weak or tight and use advanced techniques to target that muscle.

Both bodybuilders and physical therapists may focus on training individual muscles to acutely
control muscular tension.

The other style of training is often referred to as “training movements” or exercises. Rather
than chopping the body up into individual muscles, the body is used as a unit to accomplish
large movements such as running, squatting, lifting, throwing, twisting, pushing and pulling.
It’s often employed by athletes who are more interested in becoming proficient at being able
to do something rather than focus on changing their appearance.

Training movements is more about using muscular tension throughout the whole body to
accomplish an activity..
Both of these approaches have their pros and cons.
Benefits of training muscles:




Selectively targeting a muscle or muscle group often builds a very strong mindmuscle
connection with that muscle. It makes the individual very proficient at building and
controlling the amount of tension in that muscle.
Training muscles also can potentially give you more control over the use of your
muscles helping them do as you wish rather than just letting them behave in a habitual
movement pattern. For example having a stronger mindmuscle connection with the
muscles in your hamstrings and hips can help you avoid back pain and improve your
posture.

Drawbacks of training muscles:




Chopping up the body into many individual muscles can be a very costly way to train.
With a vast number of muscles to target you need a large number of exercises which
can take up a lot of time and energy. Training in this way can also use a lot of various
pieces of equipment. Some of the gyms I’ve worked at had as many as 9 different arm
machines each one focusing on a slightly different muscle group by changing the body
position. I’ve even known some folks who break their muscle groups into so many
pieces that they can literally spend an entire hour working nothing but their pectorals.
Because training muscles can be a costly way to train, it’s only natural that people
tend to place more tension in the muscles they place more value on. In many cases

this results in guys training the “beach muscles” because those are the muscles they
want to grow and improve the most. They don’t care too much about muscles in their
hips or maybe along their spine so they simply don’t spend the time on these muscles.
This can highly fragment the tension within the body and even in individual muscle
groups. In many cases the fragmentation is enhanced because some of the
techniques train the person to not only contract their favorite muscles, but it also
teaches them to turn off the supporting muscles in an attempt to achieve greater
muscle isolation.

Benefits of movement type training.




Training movements is often embraced by athletes due to the fact that it places a
heavy emphasis on improving physical performance. This usually entails coordinating
the tension in many muscles so they all work together as a complete unit.
Since there are usually only a handful of movements the athlete may be concerned
with. Training movements can be a very efficient process. You usually don’t need a lot
of time and energy to do a quick workout and the equipment required is often relatively
simple as well. This all means your workouts require less time, money and energy.

Disadvantages of movement type training






Because performing the activity itself is the focus, the mental control of tension in
individual muscle may not be as much of a priority. A good example might be if
someone is focusing on doing 100 push ups chances are they won’t focus too much
on contracting their abs as hard as possible. As long as the exercise is completed with
decent technique that is all that is required. When training movements it’s often
assumed that you will use your muscles in an optimal way which is sort of like
assuming that if you know how to type on a keyboard you know how to play a piano.
This is why many exercises that focus on movement often result in using a lot of
reactive tension.
Because there is less emphasis on training your muscles for appearance you may or
may not develop the aesthetic qualities you desire from your training. You might
become better at doing pull ups but your biceps might not get much bigger. You may
become very good at doing toestobar but your abs might still not be getting the
attention you want. I’m not saying training movements won’t help you look good, but
with less emphasis being placed on the actual tension in the muscle itself your ability
alter the appearance of your body may be left up to chance.
Muscle tension can still be very fragmented through the movement approach just as
much as the training muscles approach. The more you practice a particular movement
the more your mind keeps using your muscles in the same way. As you increase your

resistance and repetition the muscles you are using become stronger while the ones
you may not be focusing on get left behind.
It’s worth noting that most people won’t always fall entirely into one of these training methods.
Many folks may focus on training either movements or muscles, but will still have a bit of
concentration in the other method. For example, the athlete may spend a workout improving
their explosive power through plyometrics but then finish off with some calf raises to bulk up
their lower legs. Or the guy training to look good on the beach might spend a workout hitting
their pecs from every angle imaginable but they start their routine through challenging their
buddy who can do the most pushups in a minute. I also want to make it clear that these two
methods are not bad, nor should they be avoided.
Chain training is the hybrid of training muscles and training movements.
Chain training is a hybrid of training muscles and training movements. It combines the
mindmuscle control of training muscles with efficient large movement based training
movements. It brings you the benefits of both styles without the disadvantages of either plus a
few unique benefits of it’s own.
Chain training might produce even better results for the typical fitness enthusiast than
training muscles or movements.
Even though chain training may combine the benefits of both muscle and movement methods
I believe chain training is potentially 
more
effective than either method in many ways. Yes, I’m
saying you’ll build a better looking body than with the muscle style of training and even have
more strength and functional capability than with movement styles of training. So it’s not the
best of both worlds, it’s even better than that!
The biggest reason is because chain training proactively fights against that fragmented
muscular tension which can handicap both the development of your physique as well as your
performance. When you train to ensure all of your links in a muscular chain are strong you
improve both the appearance and performance of your body to a much higher level.

Your body thrives within a state of balance. Everything from hunger to the tendency to shiver
when cold is to maintain a state of balance. Your muscular chains are no different. A chain in
balance is considered by Mother Nature to be healthy and secure. It doesn’t matter if this
chain is weak or strong. It just has to be in balance.
When you have a fragmented way of creating muscular tension some of your muscles are
receiving more tension than others. This will cause some of the muscles along a given chain
to grow stronger while the other’s remain unchanged.

While you may be happy that your target muscles are getting stronger, Mother Nature doesn't
think this is such a great situation and will strive to prevent this imbalance from growing.
At first you’ll probably experience a slow down of growth and development within the select
muscles you’re targeting. You might also experience a greater desire to “cheat” an exercise
which is nothing more than Mother Nature trying to get those weaker links in the chain
involved so they can catch back up. Cheat curls are a good example of how the body
naturally attempts to bring the rest of your back into the game when curling up a weight.

A Cheat curl may be considered bad form by many but it’s really your body trying to involve
the rest of your pulling and posterior chain in the exercise.
We humans are a stubborn group of primates and we have creative ways to keep more
tension coming into those select muscles while preventing it from getting into the other links.
We have special machines, benches and other such devices to force a select muscle to have
even more tension than it might naturally experience. The classic preacher curl machine is a
great example of how we created an artificial way to place more tension in the biceps while
keeping the other muscles along the pulling chain, such as the shoulders and back, out of the
picture.

The preacher curl is a great way to isolate the tension in your biceps which is another way of
saying you’re keeping the rest of your pulling chain out of the exercise.
Nature can be a forgiving force for such unnatural development but only to a point. If certain
links continue to become stronger and out of balance Mother Nature will start to resort to
more drastic measures to pull things back into balance. If a lack of growth in size and strength
doesn’t stop she’ll start to use pain and discomfort. At first it might be a subtle ache that you
wake up with the moring after a hard training session. Maybe you’ll feel some uncomfortable
tension in a joint while doing the exercise. It’s all Mother Nature tapping on your shoulder
trying to let you know that you’re doing something that’s not to healthy.
If you continue to try and make those strong links stronger without training your weaker links
Mother Nature will continue to send you stronger messages. That morning ache in your elbow
will inflame into full flown tendonitis and that uncomfortable feeling in your joint during the
exercise might start to really hurt.

Once again, we humans are stubborn and we don’t like being held back so we have wraps,
heating pads and pain killers to mask the pain which is just another way trying to tune out
Mother Nature’s message.
Nature will always win in the end. If you continue to ignore her knocking at your door she’ll
eventually force her way into your attention with a sudden injury or accident. At that point
you’ll have no choice but to cease and desist the very activity that was causing the imbalance
in your links. You may even be permanently sidelined through surgery. The result is you lose
a lot of the strength and muscle in those links you were working so hard to develop. You see it
as a massive downfall but as far as Mother Nature is concerned all is right once again. You’ve
returned back to having a balanced chain through weakening your strong links.

Chain training aims to avoid all of this by helping you develop muscular chains that are
perfectly balanced. Only this time, instead of achieving that balance through weakening your
strong links through pain and injury you strengthen your weaker links through balanced
proactive muscular tension.

When this happens your potential to build muscle and perform greatly increases. Since every
link is developed there are no weak links to create imbalances to hold you back. As a result,
you have far more potential to keep building muscle as well as improve your performance.
There are no longer any weak links to hold back either objective. You also avoid much of that
nasty pain and injury. You look great, feel great, and move better than you can even imagine
now. There is no down side, it’s all winwin.

Chain training kills boredom
Well, okay there is one down side to chain training (sort of). Chain training isn’t something you
can just mindlessly do and go through the motions with. You can’t just rip through a workout
while watching TV and updating your Facebook status. Chain training requires 100% focus
and concentration at all times. While having a TV to watch or a friend to chat with while
exercising may be a welcome distraction for many people someone who’s training a chain will
find these distractions very unwelcome.
This is why chain training is never boring. Using proactive tension involves a lot of mental
concentration and it gives your mind something to focus on with every workout. This is why
one of the biggest red flags that someone is always using reactive tension is boredom. When
you use chain training you can potentially follow the same workout program for an entire year
and never get bored with it. There are always links to focus on improving and every workout
feels slightly different than the one before it, even if you’re doing the exact same exercises.
No, you don’t need 100 different exercises and variations

Another classic sign that someone is suffering from reactive tension is the use of many
exercise variations.
A common example is the fragmented way people have broken the pull up into many grips
and widths. I used to believe that different pull up grips work the muscles in the arms and
back differently. A common example is that an underhanded grip works the biceps more while
an overhand grip works the lats more and so on. The pull up is even further broken up with
folks claiming that a wide grip works the outside of the lats more while a narrow grip works the
inside of the back.
Now I realise the reason I felt different grips contracting different muscles was because I was
relying on reactive tension. If I grabbed a wide overhand grip I often felt it more in my lats and
less in my biceps. I thought this meant the grip was placing more emphasis on my lats but
what it really meant was that my reactive tension was poor at engaging my biceps. When I
took an underhanded grip I felt it more in my biceps, but what that meant was I had poor
muscular control over my lats.
Once I discovered chain training I became focused on training my entire pulling chain
regardless of whatever grip I used. My entire back, shoulders, biceps and grip are worked in
an almost identical way. Now I can grab almost any grip and my entire pulling chain is
working. There is no emphasis on certain muscles, not because certain muscles are working
harder but because other muscles are not longer working less.

So many grips, and they all do pretty much the same thing with chain training.
I like to ask my clients, “What muscles do you feel working in that exercise.” The people using
reactive tenison will reply “my lats, my biceps” and so on. To those who have been doing
chain training when I ask what muscles they are using they always reply “all of them.”
So no, you don’t need 8 different pull up grips nor do you need 5 different bench pressing and
chest fly exercises to fully work your pecs. The best way to ensure the complete development
of any muscle group is to focus on completely filling it with as much tension as possible.
Chain training is neurological training which brings fast progress
I love working with people who are getting into strength training for the first time because they
experience a relatively fast increase in strength within the first few months.

Much of this improvement is due to their nervous system adapting to the training. Even
though that initial upshot of strength is rewarding, it only lasts for a few weeks and then
“reality” sets in as their nervous system becomes used to the training. It may seem like the
honeymoon period is over but it doesn’t have to be.
What they don’t know is that this slowdown of progress is not the limit of their neurological
change. Instead it’s usually the limit of their 
reactive
neurological change. That individual still
has a whole truck load of potential they haven’t tapped into through proactive tension.

With chain training your mind is now proactively using tension to a much higher level than
what you were using with reactive tension. This means you have more neurological
adaptation and thus the ability to continue to make progress at a very fast rate.
How long does this second honeymoon period last? To be honest I have no idea. As long as
your mind is proactively creating and using tension in a progressive way I don’t see any end in
sight.
How to do Chain training
Okay enough with the ideas on what chain training is and why it works, let’s get down to brass
tacks and explain how to use it.

Chain training breaks your body up into 6 primary muscle / movement chains:


The push chain

Your push chain involves all of the muscles in your upper body that you use for any pushing
exercise. These muscles include the pectorals in your chest, all of the muscles in your
shoulders, your triceps and the extensors in your forearms.
Classic exercises working the push chain include push ups, dips, crawling and handstand
work.


The pull chain

Your pull chain includes all of the muscles in your upper body that are involved in every
pulling exercise you do. These include the gripping muscles in your hands and forearms,
biceps, shoulders, and every single muscle in your back including your lats, traps, rhomboids
and erector spinae. The most perfect exercise to work your pulling chain is the pull up but
various rows, and levers are also great.


The leg chain

Your leg chain is simply every muscle in your entire lower body including your glutes, hips
(inner, outer and front) hamstrings, calves shins and even the muscles in your feet. The two
most common exercises for this are the lunge and the squat.


The anterior chain

Your anterior chain includes every muscle along the front side of your body. It starts from the
top of your feet, moves up through your shins, the front of your thighs, hips, abdominals, chest
and even the muscles in the front of your neck. Common exercises include sit ups, leg raises,
and planks.


The posterior chain

Your posterior chain is all of the muscles along the backside of your body. It starts at the
bottom of your feet, wraps around the back on your ankle and runs up along your calves,
hamstrings, glutes, and includes every muscle in your entire back finishing with the back of
your neck. Common exercises include bridges, levers and some rows.


The lateral chain

I like to refer to your lateral chain as an “optional chain” because it’s primarily comprised of
the muscles along your anterior and posterior chain together. If you have complete activation

of your A. chain and P. chain you’ll have your lateral chain covered/ however some people
like to ensure their L. chain is trained as a unit so it is worth considering. Common exercises
include side planks and human flags.
● Over the years I’ve come across various official definitions of what these various
chains are and you have any come across some of these definitions yourself. Keep in
mind, these definitions are for the purpose of mentally visualizing where you put
tension into your muscles for the sake of optimal training. It’s not meant to be
technically correct according to a textbook or organization. Even though some people
might not include your calves into being part of your posterior chain you’ll make much
more progres if you include it for the purposes of this training.
All 6 of these chains involve every major muscle in your body in a complete and balanced
way. Nothing is left behind nor is anything over emphasised.
Even though chain training is very balanced, sometimes it may feel like some muscles are
under more tension than others. Much of this is due to those weak links getting worked harder
for the first time.
A common example is when people start doing push ups with the elbows tucked in to the
sides. Some folks will refer to this as a “triceps push up” and they are correct. It is an exercise
that works the triceps, but as they continue mentally asking their entire push chain to engage
they will find their triceps become just as strong as their shoulders and chest. Once this
happens all muscles are worked much more evenly.
So how do you train a chain anyway?
Again, chain training isn’t actually about doing a different exercise or following a new program.
It’s simply a way to control the tension in your muscles. Your ultimate mission is to use an
exercise that focuses on a particular chain and then attempting to place as much tension as
possible in every single link in that chain as you do it.
Let’s look at a push up as an example.
Most folks often feel the push up is a “chest move” or there are some variations that are more
about working the triceps. To the chain training expert the push up is a pushing chain exercise
that also involves your anterior chain.
This means that as you do a pushup you are filling as much tension as you can in your chest,
shoulders, triceps, hands, abs, hips, quads and even your shins. Before, your goal may have
been to maybe work your chest, or maybe try for that goal of 100 pushups in a row. These are
all fine and good, but now your goal is to concentrating on tensing up all of the muscles I
mentioned above through the full range of motion.
You may be surprised by how different the familiar push up may be once you focus on
working an entire chain. Your mind might think “Why are my triceps relaxing a bit as I get near

the floor?” or “Oh shoot, I forgot to make sure my quads and hips are tense.” This is all
natural as it might be the first time you’ve actually paid attention to the tension bouncing
around your body as you do a push up.
Within a short time you’ll start to manipulate that tension just as a sculptor molds clay. You
may add a bit more tension into your shoulders so the tension flows evenly between your
arms and your chest. Maybe you’ll become aware of how the outside of your arms are
holding more tension so you might work on getting the inside of your triceps to turn on a bit
more.
Everyone has their own challenges when it comes to chain training, but I promise you’ll figure
these out as long as your goal is to fill your entire chain with tension.
The P.T.R protocol
Long before I discovered chain training I started using something I call the PTR (Peter)
protocol. It’s a simple 3 step method I use to teach folks how to create and maintain tension in
a particular muscle group during an exercise. It’s also very effective to learn how to fully
engage a muscular chain during any exercise. Let’s use the previous example of the push up.
Step 1 is Position.
In this step you position your body in whatever stance or position you want to exercise in. It’s
important to find a position that doesn’t require much, if any, reactive tension in your muscles.
In the case of the push up you’ll start by laying on the floor with your legs straight and
together. Place your hands at the width you prefer (usually shoulder width is recommended)
with your elbows against your
sides. Make sure your shoulder
blades are pulled down and
back with your chin either
looking up or slightly in front of
you with your head back.
This first step is important
because it allows you to take
your time in placing every joint
in your body in the very best
position you can mange to
maximize the effect of the
exercise.

Step 2 is Tension
Once you’re in position you proactively add tension to the muscles you want to use during that
exercise. So with the push up you’ll probably first start tensing up your pushing chain through
tensing up your full chest, shoulders, triceps and your hands. At the same time, you’ll engage
your back as you pull your shoulders down and back while fully contracting your anterior
chain. I like to start contracting my anterior chain from the feet up so first you flex your toes,
then your shin muscles and work
your way up through your quads,
hips and abs.
The second step is all about creating
proactive tension in the established
position so you don’t have to worry
about reactive tension taking over.
At this stage you’re in control of
where the tension is in your muscles
and where it’s flowing.
Don’t be discouraged with this step.
Remember proactive tension is a skill and it can take some practice. You have may have
difficulty engaging certain muscles in a proactive manner. I know with pushups, some folks
struggle to get their triceps or chest to turn on. Don’t worry though. As you continue to
practice to proactively tense up those muscles you'll soon gain the control you need to fire
those muscles right up.
Step 3 is Resistance
Once you’ve set your position and
you have that proactive tension set
it’s time to actually apply some
resistance. With pushups this is
simply done by pushing your hands
into the floor and lifting yourself up.
You should find that you can control
the tension along your chain much
more easily in this stage if you
followed step 1 and 2. Your position
is already set and your mind has
already established where the
tension in your muscles should go so
now all you’re doing is applying how much tension there is.

Why does this work?
Most of the time people give very little attention to their position and muscular tension during
an exercise. They simply add resistance and go. This is one of the biggest reasons why
reactive tension is so prevalent today. People simply jump into the exercise and assume their
body position and muscular tension is where it needs to be. This is a very risky assumption. It
leaves you very vulnerable to habitual muscle activation patterns that can cause imbalanced
chains.
In the case of the push up, if you’re always used to making your shoulders do the work, and
you give little thought to your anterior chain and scapular position then you’ll always have
most of the tension fill your shoulders while your other muscles lag behind.
When you set up every exercise with 
P
osition, 
T
ension, and 
R
esistance your mind can focus
on getting your body position and muscle tension set perfectly before the resistance is
applied. Once you apply the resistance your mind will have far more proactive control over the
tension in your muscles which ensures your training is much more effective.
PTR helps you establish an essential preparatory routine.
If you’ve been training for any length of time you’ll probably notice that some of your sets feel
better than others. You can do one set of push ups and feel your chest flood with tension and
get a great pump. Then, for some reason, the next set seems somehow flat and not nearly as
satisfying. It seems like getting that great set in is something that just comes and goes by
random chance. The truth is that each set is just a little different in some way. Maybe your
hands are a little further up your chest or perhaps your chest is now tired so your shoulders
are holding more of the tension. Whatever it is, something is just a tiny bit off.
Having a little preparatory routine before each set helps you ensure your position and
muscular tension is much more consistent from one set to the next. This consistency is the
foundation to helping you discover what works best and continue to use those tricks much
more reliably. So instead of having great sets randomly come and go, you’ll become a tension
master who can make each set feel like the best set ever.
Here are some quick examples of using P.T.R. along the 6 chains with some classic
exercises.
Lunges (leg chain)
Position

Start at the bottom of the lunge position with your back knee resting on the ground and your
weight distributed slightly more onto your front leg. Make sure both feet are straight with the
toes of your front foot pointing forwards and the heel of your back foot directly over the toes of
your back foot. Keep your torso upright with your shoulders upright and pulled back.
Tension
Contract every muscle along your leg chain. It might be helpful to start at your feet and work
your way up. Tighten your feet, ankles, shins, calves, hamstrings, quads, glutes and all of
your hip muscles. You may also want to engage your back and core a bit.

Resistance
Pull your front foot down and back against the ground to pull your hips and upper body up and
forwards. Keep pulling your hips over your front foot while the back foot trails behind until it
comes right next to your front foot. Pause slightly while maintaining as much tension as you
can in both legs before stepping forward with the other foot into the next lunge.

Push Ups (Pushing chain)
Position
Lay down on the floor with your muscles relaxed. Be sure your legs are straight and your feet
are together and your ankles are fully flexed. Your hands are under your shoulders with your
thumbs right next to your chest and your elbows are tucked in tight to your sides. Your
shoulders are pulled back and your chin is up of the floor.

Tension
Flex your pectorals in your chest, your shoulders, triceps and the muscles in the top of your
hands. Be sure the weight on your palms is evenly distributed. This is the tension in your
pushing chain.
Since the push up also involves your anterior chain tightly contract your abs, hips, quads
shins and the muscles in the top of your feet as well.

Resistance

Once you’ve got your tension set as you like, gently lift yourself off the floor while keeping
your body stiff and the weight evenly distributed in your palms all the way up until your arms
are completely straight. Pause and then lower yourself back down until your chest touches the
floor but you don’t rest on the floor and lose all of the tension. Pause and then push back up.

Pull ups (Pulling chain)
Position
Ideally, you can find a bar or something to hang from which you can keep your weight on your
feet for the first two steps. If you are using an easier pull up variation where your feet are on
the floor this will not be a consideration.
Place your hands in the position and width you prefer. Tuck your shoulders down and rotate
your elbows inward as a way to “screw” your arms into your shoulder sockets. Keep your
spine straight up and down with your hips under your shoulders and your head between your
arms unless you’re doing a horizontal row variation of the pull up.
Tension
Tightly contract your entire pull chain. You may want to start at your hands and tightly
squeeze the bar while contracting your entire forearm. Next contract the rest of your arm
placing some emphasis on your biceps and then move down contracting your entire shoulders
and then finally contract your entire back starting with the upper back and then moving down
until your entire backside is tense. You may also wish to contract the muscles along your
anterior and posterior chain including your glutes, hamstrings, abs hips, and all of the muscles
in your legs.
Resistance
Once your tension is set, lift your legs off the floor or the support and begin lifting yourself up
as high as you can. Pause at the top and then lower yourself down all the way but not until
you do a “dead hang” where your muscles relax.

Bridges (Posterior chain)
Position
Lay on the floor with your feet flat and about 8 inches from your hips. Your arms are down by
your side with your palms facing up. Your shoulders are tucked down and back under you
making your chest lift upward and your head is relaxed on the floor. Be sure to keep your
knees the same width of your feet which will probably be about shoulder width.

Tension
Proactively engage your entire posterior chain by pulling your feet down into the floor and
slightly towards your butt. This should turn on your calves, hamstrings and glutes. At the
same time dig your upper back down and into the floor as if you’re trying to shovel your
shoulder blades down towards your feet to inward to your spine.
Resistance.
Once your tension is set, lift your hips and spine off the floor and lift it upward while trying to
pull the floor together between your feet at your shoulder blades. Pause at the top and then
lower your hips down until they “kiss” the ground, but don’t rest there and let go of the tension
in your posterior chain. Pause at the bottom and repeat

Leg raises (Anterior chain)
Position
Lay on the ground with your arms by your side palms facing upward. Tuck your shoulders
down and together to arch your spine and slightly stretch your abdominals. Position your legs
according to the level of resistance you wish to have. Bent knees with your feet flat on the
floor will provide less resistance while straighter knees or even locked out legs will be more
resistance.
Regardless of your leg position tilt your pelvis forward as much as possible to create as much
of an arch in your lower back as you can comfortably maintain.
Tension
Tightly contract all of the muscles along your entire anterior chain. Again, I like to start at my
feet and work my way up. Start with flexing your toes upward and pull your feet up towards
your shins. Contract all of the muscles in your quads and include the front of your hips as well.
Next contract all of your abs and even include your chest if you can. You’ll also want to bring
some tension to your glutes to create a “rocker” out of your butt for your hips to roll on.

Resistance
Once you have your tension set, roll your pelvis up and back using your tense glutes as a sort
of a rocker while picking up your legs to your chest. As you do this collapse the arch in your
spine so your lower back presses against the floor. Once you have lifted your legs as far as
possible pause and then lower your legs back to the floor through rocking your pelvis back
and reopening the arch between your spine and the floor.

Side plank (Lateral chain)
Position
Lay on your side with your feet slightly apart or on top of one another with your ankles flexed.
Be sure your shoulders, hips and feet are in a straight line from head to toe.
Tension
Tightly turn on every muscle that’s facing down towards the floor. Start with the feet and
contract the muscles in the lower leg, upper thigh, hips, abdominals and obliques, lats,
shoulders and neck. Be sure your shoulder is directly over your forearm so your weight will be
on both your fist and your elbow to prevent too much stress on the point of your elbow.

Resistance
Lift your hips straight up while maintaining a perfectly straight body position. Pause at the top
and then lower yourself down until your hips touch the floor but don’t let them rest. Pause and
then lift yourself back up.

These 6 moves will effectively train every muscle chain in your entire body leaving no weak
links or fragmented tension to create imbalances. Keep in mind however that this is not at all
an exhaustive list. I could write an entire book on each of these moves alone on how to
progress, regress and modify these moves for any reason you may imagine. For now these
are meant to be a basic starting point and I encourage you to no limit yourself to just these 6
moves.
Why the pause at the top and bottom?
The pause at the top and bottom of each rep gives you a moment to check in with how the
tension along your chain has changed while you are moving. It’s an opportunity for your mind
to reassess and dial in the tension along your chain in case your tension faltered a bit in any
links while you were moving.
Why these body weight movements?
Chain training is certainly not exclusive to body weight training. You can perform chain
training with any tools you like from free weights and machines to stretch bands and even
Pilates reformer beds. The important thing is the mental control of your muscular tension.
Beyond that, the tool you use is less important.

I much prefer the use of body weight training for chain training because lifting an external
object has a tendency to pull your attention away from the tension in the chain and place it
more on the actual tool being used. A heavy weight in the hand or on the back has a way of
distracting your mental focus away from the muscle and tuning it towards the weight. If you
are lifting weights, I highly recommend dialing in the chain tension you want with a body
weight move as a warm up. When you move onto the weights you’ll have primed your
mindbody connection so it won’t become as fragmented when you lift that weight.
Another consideration with lifting a weight is that the objective of weight training quickly
becomes more about lifting heavier weights than it is about controlling muscle tension. When
this happens, reactive tension is often the result and even though the muscles do become
stronger as the weight gets heavier, the old muscle activation patterns are reinforced. This
means that the strong links get stronger and the weak links stay relatively weaker while the
tension is further fragmented.
Usually when someone starts chain training with weights it requires a significant reduction in
the load they were using which can be quite a hit to the ego. This reduction in load is needed
because now they are often lifting according to their weakest links. My experience is that most
folks are unwilling to take this route with their weight training because they see if as a massive
step backwards. What they don’t understand is that the most important thing in all forms of
strength training is the amount of tension being generated and controlled by the mind. If you
can create and control more muscular tension along a chain with a lighter weight then you’ll
eventually become much stronger and build more muscle. You’ll also grow much stronger and
be able to lift far heavier weights in the long run.
Through the use of body weight training there is no big weight to attach the ego to nor is there
a heavy load that must command some of your mental attention. I find this helps people learn
how to control the tension along their chains much faster. Once they get a handle of doing it
through bodyweight training they usually find they can apply it to their weight lifting with
astonishing results.
Another reason for the body weight training is that it entails something I like to call Technical
Convergence. Technical Convergence is a subject for another book entirely, but the basic
idea is that it’s the art and science of many aspects of fitness and strength developing within
harmony to one another.
You can apply technical convergence to any form of training, but progressive body weight
training 
requires
technical Convergence. This means you have to essentially earn the
resistance you place on your muscles. You can’t make your muscles work harder under more
resistance until you also build up a certain level of balance and flexibility. Chain training is a
critical component of Technical Convergence so it makes sense to learn chain training
through the medium that it can offer the most benefit.
Lastly, Body weight training is the primary training method of the Red Delta Project. The Red
Delta Project is not only about getting in great shape but to also achieve a state of Fitness
Independence where your fitness and weight loss is as low maintenance as possible. Body

weight training is the most efficient and lowest cost training method in the world. It offers to
bring you the most results through the lowest cost which it critical towards helping you “be fit
& live free.”
So there ya have it my friend, the basic overview on chain training.
Even though this ebook is over 30 pages long I’ve just covered the basic idea of what chain
training is and how to apply it. If you have any questions please ask for anything you need at
reddeltaproject@gmail.com
. I’m never any further away than that email address.
Be fit & Live free,
Matt Schifferle

PS.
I know, I can hear you asking me, “but what’s the optimal set and rep pattern for muscle
mass? Should I do 23 sets as my coach says or follow my buddy's advice and do 810 sets?
Is 15 reps too much? What about rest days? What about nutrition?”
I hear ya, so let me simply say that none of that stuff matters. Okay, maybe it does matter, but
for right now it really doesn’t matter all that much. As I said in the beginning, the tension you
can control and generate in your muscles is by far the most important aspect of your training.
It doesn’t matter what your program or supplement regimen looks like if your muscular tension
is bouncing around your body like a pinball. When your control over your muscular tension
sucks your results will suck and no program, routine and nutritional trick will save you.
Remember, tension isn’t everything.....it’s the 
only
thing. Every programing trick is all about
helping you achieve more tension in your muscles for a longer period of time. The oldschool
bodybuilders had it right all along. Building muscle and strength is all about time under
tension. If you aim to place more tension on a muscle for a longer period of time then you will
get bigger and stronger without fail. So if a nutritional tactic or rep scheme doesn’t help you
grow your time under tension it isn’t worth much in the way of muscle growth.
So for right now I encourage you to apply the theories on chain training to whatever program
you’re currently using. I promise you’ll go far with it, even if your current routine is less than
perfect.
If you’re not currently using any sort of routine here are some basic guidelines to help get you
started:


Train each chain 23 times a week on nonconsecutive days. You can do this however
you like. Currently, I do a push/pull split where I train all of my pushing chains (push
chain with push ups and dips, leg chain with squats or lunges, handstands (also push












chain) on Monday and Thursday and the pulling chains (pull ups, bridges and leg
raises) on Tuesday and Friday. Some folks like to do all of their chains 4x a week
other’s like to do an upper body/ lower body and core sort of split. It’s entirely up to you
how you would like to arrange your routine.
You’ll probably find the optimal number of sets somewhere between 24. If you do too
many sets you’re probably just reinforcing the same muscle activation pattern over and
over. Remember each set and rep should be focused on engaging your entire chain as
hard as possible. If you plan on doing a massive amount of work you’ll naturally pace
yourself and place less tension in your chain on the initial sets so you can last. This is
not what you want if you’re going for muscle mass and strength. Your focus should
always be on placing as much tension in your muscles as possible starting with rep #1.
Rest periods between sets are about 6090 seconds but do what you feel is best for
you.
Always listen to your body and your joints. If you’re experiencing pain get it checked
out by a professional immediately. Short of fragmented tension, I have no idea why
you have pain in a particular area. Also know that there are no effective workarounds.
Pain in a joint will always hold back your results. The best solution is to figure out
exactly what’s causing the pain and then fix the problem as fast as you can. Never
accept pain or injury for it will always hold you back. Pain is not weakness leaving the
body. Pain is weakness 
infecting 
it!
Regarding warming up, everyone’s needs are a little different depending on their
current situation. In general ease into an exercise by doing a set or two of easier reps.
Like if you’re doing push ups, start with a couple of sets on your knees. Listen to your
body. It always knows best if you’re ready to rock or if you should scale back.
Regarding diet, It’s important to know that muscle growth and conditioning is mostly
the result of your training and not your diet. The purpose of your diet is to support your
workouts but beyond that it can’t do much else. There is no food or supplement that
causes muscle growth, only the tension in your muscles can do that. As long as you’re
diet is supporting your training then it’s doing all it can.
Lastly don’t forget about sleep. Your sleep is probably even more important than diet
so be sure you’re getting as much as you can.

I know these ideas aren't rocket science but they don’t need to be. As long as you stick to
these basics and make the tension in your muscular chains the priority you will see results.

